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Scaling of the nucleation density for pulsed layer deposition
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We discuss the logarithmic scaling of the nucleation density for pulsed laser deposition, discovered recently
by Hinnemannet al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.87, 135701~2001!# in two dimensions. The logarithmic scaling is often
observed in the upper critical dimension. We find that the nucleation density in one dimension also exhibits
logarithmic scaling, implying that it is not a prerequiste for the upper critical dimension. The normalized island
density also scales similarly both in one and two dimensions when plotted against the normalized coverage.
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In usual critical phenomena, many physical quantities
assumed to be generalized homogeneous functions satis

f ~laxx,layy!5l f ~x,y!, ~1!

where f (x,y) is an observable depending on parameterx
and y. Then, the functionf (x,y) scaled byya can be ex-
pressed in terms of a single variablez[x/yb, i.e.,

f ~x,y!5yag~x/yb!, ~2!

where a51/ay and b5ax /ay @1#. This implies that the
scaled data off (x,y) by ya plotted against a scaled variab
z collapse onto a single curve, i.e., data scale with the sca
function g(z).

Recently, it has been reported that the nucleation den
created on a two-dimensional substrate by pulsed laser d
sition ~PLD! exhibits a scaling in an unusual way@2#. The
PLD is an alternative technique of fabricating thin film
@3,4#, different from the molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!
@5,6#. The main difference between PLD and MBE is tha
particle beam deposits as a pulse of intensityI ~atoms per
second!, i.e., many particles arrive on a substrate simu
neously in PLD, while deposition occurs with a steady-st
flux F ~atoms per second per unit area! in MBE. In both
cases, adatoms diffuse onto a substrate with a diffusion c
stantD until they encounter another adatom, in which ca
they form a stable nucleus, or until they attach irreversibly
the edge of an existing island.

The nucleation densityn, defined by the number of nucle
ation events per unit area accumulated with time up to c
erageQ (5Ft), is a function of I and Q in PLD, i.e.,
n(I ,Q). A similar but alternative quantity frequently studie
in MBE is the island densitym(I ,Q), defined by the numbe
of islands per unit area. Apparently, the island density
creases in the early-time regime, becomes nearly consta
the aggregation regime where adatoms aggregate to the
isting islands, and eventually decreases in the coalesc
regime in which two or more islands merge and form o
larger island. The scaling of an island density in MBE
known to hold only in the limited range of coverage@7#, with
the standard power-law scalings similar to that described
Eq. ~2!. On the other hand, the nucleation density increa
monotonically with time and saturates when the first mo
layer is completed.
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The nucleation density calculated up to a coverage o
ML was found to hold the scaling relation in a followin
way. SupposeN(I ,Q) is the normalized nucleation densit
by the density atQ51 ML, i.e., N(I ,Q)5n(I ,Q)/n(I ,1).
Then, the scaling relation

ln N;~ ln I !g~ ln Q/ ln I ! ~3!

holds with the piecewise scaling functiong(z), which is dif-
ferent from the usual power-law scaling function in Eq.~2!.
The ‘‘logarithmic’’ scaling relation similar to that in Eq.~3!
is rarely observed in regular dimensions, but occasion
holds in the upper critical dimension, above which the lo
fluctuation of density can be neglected. If the scaling fun
tion in Eq. ~3! is indeed the one that holds in the upp
critical dimension, it would be expected that a different ty
of scaling relation may hold in a lower dimension.

Since the logarithmic scaling relation was found in tw
dimensions, one may regard the dimension 2 as the up
critical dimension for PLD. One can then expect the us
power-law scaling to hold in one dimension. It is the purpo
of the present work to closely examine the scaling of
nucleation density in one dimension. The logarithmic scal
as well as the power-law scaling is investigated and the s
ing of the data in two dimensions is also investigated
different respect.

The scaling relation in Eq.~3! can be explained as fol
lows. From the definition ofN(I ,Q), it is clear thatN(I ,1)
51 for all I. Thus, the data of lnN(I,Q) for various values of
I fall on the same point and become 0 at the right end po
of the data, i.e., atQ51 ML. It was also found, by Monte
Carlo simulation, that the data ofn(I ,Q) at the minimal
coverage ofQ5I ~after deposition of the first pulse! exhibits
a power-law behavior with the power of 1 when plotte
againstI, i.e., n(I ,I );I . Since the saturated nucleation de
sity n(I ,1) scales asn(I ,1);I 2n, with n5 1

4 for the compact
islands@8# and n.0.28 for the fractal islands@2#, it is ex-
pected that the quantity lnN/ln I plotted against the variable
ln Q/ln I yields the data at the minimum coverage, i.e., at
left end point of the data, collapsing onto the point~1, 1
22n), irrespective of the values ofI. The data at the right
end point still collapse onto the same point, i.e., onto~0, 0!.
This prescription thus makes the data for lnN/ln I on each
end point collapse when plotted against lnQ/ln I. Then, the
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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stretched data between the two end points for various va
of I collapse onto the single curve.

The nucleation density was calculated in one dimens
essentially by the same technique as in Ref.@2# for various
values ofI andD/F, all for a system of sizeL5105 ~in units
of lattice constant!. The summary of our findings is as fo
lows. The data ofn(I ,Q) for different values ofD/F were
not appreciably different, implying thatn(I ,Q) is not a func-
tion of D/F, as long asD/F is not too small. The saturate
nucleation density atQ51 ML scaled asn(I ,1);I 2n with
2n50.4705, which is slightly smaller than that in two d
mensions. The nucleation density at the minimal cover
exhibited a power-law behaviorn(I ,I );I m with m51.0015
when plotted againstQ, similar to the case in two dimen
sions. These observations suggest that a similar logarith
scaling might hold in one dimension as well.

Data for the nucleation density forD/F51010 in one di-
mension scaled by the same way as in two dimensions
plotted in Fig. 1. The solid lines are forI 51025 ~right! and
I 51024 ~left!, both of which are considered to be out of th
PLD scaling region.~Note that for I 51025 a single atom
arrives on the substrate during each pulse and the resu
nucleation density is expected to be similar to that for MB!
Surprisingly, all data points fall on the same curve, implyi
that the nucleation density in one dimension scales in
same way as in two dimensions. In fact, the data in o
dimension are not very different from those in two dime
sions. This suggests that the logarithmic scaling might no
a sign of the upper critical dimension for the case of PLD
is worth noting that the results in MBE regime cross the P
data and become larger as the coverage increases. A si
observation in two dimensions confirms that the limiti
scaling relation in the MBE regime presented in Ref.@2#
does not appear to be correct.

The nucleation density increases in time until the fi
layer is completed. Since the nucleation events may oc
frequently in PLD, it is expected that the second layer beg
to grow before the first layer is completed. Therefo
n(I ,Q) increases even beyondQ51 ML, though the rate of
increase may be negligible. This implies that the cover

FIG. 1. The scaling function of Eq.~3! for the nucleation density
for D/F51010 in one dimension. The solid lines are forI 51025

~right! andI 51024 ~left!, both of which are out of the PLD regime
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Q51 ML may not be a special coverage in PLD. One m
then raise a question of whether or not the nucleation den
normalized by the density at an arbitrary coverage other t
1 ML still satisfies a similar scaling relation. Suppose th
one calculates the nucleation density up toQ5Qmax
,1 ML. Then, one can modify the normalized nucleati
density asN(I ,Q)5n(I ,Q)/n(I ,Qmax). With the same pre-
scription as described earlier, one can approximately m
data on each end point fall on the same point. It is desira
to check whether or not the data in between also scale.

Results forQmax50.2 ML in two dimensions are plotted
in Fig. 2. Data forI 5531025, 1024, and 331024 exhibit
good collapsing, whereas those forI 51023 are slightly de-
viated from other sets, implying that the scaling region b
comes narrower for this particular scaling.~It should be
noted, however, that the data forQ.Qmax normalized in this
way do not collapse, if plotted, because the right end po
do not fall on the same point.! Similar data collapsing was
also found in one dimension.

We have also calculated the island densitym(I ,Q) for
PLD. The island density increases monotonically up to
coverageQc where islands begin to coalesce and decre
sharply beyond it. The unscaled data ofm(I ,Q) are plotted
in the inset of Fig. 3, withQc50.6 marked by a dashed line
Now, suppose that we calculate the island density up toQc .
One can normalize the island density in a way similar to
nucleation density asM (I ,Q)5m(I ,Q)/m(I ,Qc). It is inter-
esting to investigate whether or not similar logarithmic sc
ing holds forM (I ,Q). The Monte Carlo data for differen
values ofI scatter and the scaling relation does not hold~not
shown!. We, however, found that they fall on the same cur
when plotted against the normalized coverageL5Q/Qc , as
we can see in Fig. 3. The quality of data collapsing is be
than the quality for the nucleation density.

We have also examined the scaling for both the nuclea
density and the island density in various other ways. Wh
bothD/F andI are not too small, most atoms either nuclea
or aggregate to existing islands before the next pulse is
posited. Thus the data for bothn(Q,I ) and m(Q,I ) do not
depend on the values ofD/F. The scaling relation in Eq.~3!

FIG. 2. The scaling function of Eq.~3! for the nucleation den-
sity, normalized by the density atQ50.2 ML, for D/F5` in two
dimensions. The data in the inset are the unscaled data.
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holds in this ‘‘PLD scaling regime.’’ On the other hand, ifI is
sufficiently small, i.e., I !I c;(D/F)2g21 with g51/(4
1d) @2,9#, PLD displays essentially the same properties
MBE. The nucleation density is thus a function of three va
ables, i.e.,n(Q,I ,D/F) in the ‘‘crossover regime’’ whereI
.I c holds. The scaling of the crossover from PLD to MB
was discussed in Ref.@2# for a particular case of compac
islands. The numerical investigation of such a scaling i
finite-size system is much complex and is beyond the sc
of this work. We thus leave it for a future work. The data f
the solid curves in Fig. 1 fall in this regime.

FIG. 3. The normalized island density plotted against the n
malized coverage, calculated in one dimension forD/F51010 and
various values of the pulse intensity. The data in the inset are
unscaled data, and the dashed line in it indicates the coverag
the maximal density.
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The scaling of the nucleation density in the PLD scali
regime was also closely examined in two extreme limits
the coverage. We found that, in the low-coverage regime,
scaling relationn(I ,Q)5I f 1(Q/I ) appeared to hold within
the limited range ofQ. In the high coverage regime, on th
other hand, the nucleation density scaled asn(I ,Q)
;I 2n f 2(Q). These scaling relations are not new and we
already considered in deriving Eq.~3!. We however were not
able to make data for various values ofI collapse onto a
single curve over the entire range of coverage by a met
other than the logarithmic scaling. Thus, Eq.~3! seems to be
the only scaling function for both the nucleation density a
the island density. Such a dimension-independent logar
mic scaling function is rare and unusual in the critical ph
nomena. The origin of such a logarithmic scaling is yet to
uncovered.

In summary, the scaling of the nucleation density and
land density for PLD was examined in both one and t
dimensions. It was found that data exhibited a logarithm
scaling in both dimensions, indicating that the logarithm
scaling is not a prerequisite for the upper critical dimens
for PLD. The nucleation density normalized by the density
an arbitrary coverage was also found to collapse ont
single curve. The normalized island density by the maxim
density also exhibited a similar logarithmic scaling wh
plotted against the normalized coverage. The judgmen
whether it is indeed a scaling or simply an accidental co
cidence of data points by a certain prescription should be
to the readers.
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